2001 ford expedition subwoofer

Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site,
you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Mar 25, at PM 1. After searching the forum, I
quickly realized no one had a write up for installing an aftermarket amplifier and subwoofer.
Here, I'll give you the basic information needed to get up and running. Please excuse the poor
photo quality, as I was just using my cellphone as I went. I forgot to get pictures of some things,
but I'll do my best to explain along the way. I installed a Cerwin Vega H I installed the amplifier
under one of the middle row seats. The tools you will need will vary depending on where you
plan to place the amplifier. I was able to do the whole install with some basic things I had
around the house. For my installation I used a basic wiring kit, and a line out converter I picked
up at my local Best Buy. Before beginning, be sure to disconnect the negative terminal from the
battery. Line Out Converter- For my line out converter, I decided to wire it into the small speaker
by the rear lift gate. If you open the lift gate, you will see a small vented panel on the drivers
side. Behind it are a ton of wires. After some searching, you will find a pair of black wires, one
with a white stripe on it. Those go to the rear speaker. Your LOC should have came with some
sort of instructions for which wires are positive and negative. I twisted both positive wires
together, and spliced them into the wire with the white stripe. I twisted both negative wires
together and spliced them into the solid black wire. How you choose to cover your connections
is up to you. I just threw some wire nuts on and tucked the LOC into the panel. My Expedition
has second row bucket seats. There is a small plastic strip right in front of the seat hinges. This
will pop off if you pull straight up. The large bolt you see would be optimal for those of you that
are trying to run large setups. I didnt have a wrench that would fit, so I used the smaller screw
that goes threw the plastic trim, and it works great. If this is your first install, you want your
ground wire to be as short as possible, but leave your self some slack to work with. They
typically come only 2 ft. Power The trickiest part of running the power wire, usually, is getting
threw the firewall. This was actually quite simple. I started under the hood, at the battery. I ran
the wire just behind the intercooler from the passenger side, to the drivers side, zip tying it
securely to other sections of wiring. Do not tie it to rubber hoses. If you look at the fire wall, you
will see a large rubber grommet next to the brake master cylinder, with a large group of wires
going into it. I poked a hole near the outer edge of the grommet, to avoid hitting any of the wires
I used a phillips head screw driver to poke my hole. You can then feed the rest of the power wire
through the hole and into the cabin. Open the driver door, and look just to the left of the brake
pedal and you will see the other side of the grommet and your power wire. I then popped off the
plastic door sills. Tuck your power wire behind the kick panel and begin running it under the
door sills. No need to pull off the covers around the B pillar between the front and middle row.
The wire can just be pushed under it. Remote wire Running the remote wire is basically the
same as the power wire. I wired mine into a fuse in kick panel under the dash, on the passenger
side. I then tucked it under the door sills, and then under the middle row seating to the drivers
side where the amp will go. At this point, you can hook all the wires to the amp including the
sub and give it a test to ensure that everything is working properly. If the test goes well, you can
start to put everything back together. Ill be disconnecting the wires and tucking them under the
floor mats just to clean things up a bit, but unless you bend down and look, you would never
know the amp is even there. I ran the wire for it along the drivers side door sills and zip tied it
under the dash to the center console. I simply used a little 3M double sided padding to hold it in
place. The flat wire was easily pushed into the gap between the console and dash. Once
everything is buttoned up, you can begin tuning your new setup and you're ready to jam! Please
feel free to comment with questions and concerns. I know this isnt the best write up ever, but I
hope it helps some of you thinking about tackling this yourself. Tonka , G , Drae and 2 others
like this. Mar 26, at PM 2. Does that seat fold down with the amp under it? Mar 26, at PM 3. Mar
27, at PM 4. So you placed the big sub, right behind the car seat? Mar 27, at PM 5. Nice write up.
Very helpful, thank you. MBohn likes this. Mar 27, at PM 6. Mar 29, at PM 7. Nice write up,
Thanks for taking the time to share with others. Mar 30, at AM 8. I never thought to put the
install I did in my wife's 03 Expedition on here from a year and a half ago. I don't know if anyone
has ever done the amps under the third row like I did though. I have to let you know I'm cleaner
than this but here in Anchorage the snow is still melting down and the gravel and dust is drying
up making everything a mess. Setup includes Power Acoustic headunit upgrading soon to
Kenwood Bluetooth 4 Rockford Fosgate 2 way 6x8 door seakers,1 Alumapro 12 inch woofer, 1
x2 Rockford Prime subwoofer amplifier and 1 x2 Rockford Fosgate Prime for the door speakers.
Rockford Fosgate RCA cables. Everything is tucked away and ran cleanly to look stock except
for the obvious sub after the 3rd row. Door speaker wires ran through the boots in the doors
also pain in the ass. Big 4 because I also grounded the alternator case to the battery. I ran the
power wire through the black box underneath the wiper cowl that has wires wrapped in wire
loom to the grommet by the brake booster. My ground wire was run to the frame in the back of

the truck by the spare tire through a grommet underneath the jack Not shown but could upon
request All the wiring comes together under the cubby in the third row that pops out. I guess it
would be a factory sub here. Amplifiers mounted on plywood underneath the carpet underneath
the third row seat. Don't try this unless you have low profile amps for fitment issues. The seat
will lay all the way down but won't fold completely flat. I'd say it sticks up maybe 3 inches which
is still fine to haul things back there but I use my Expedition for that since I only use 2 rows
most of the time. If the amps were thinner I believe the seat would lay all the way flat. Last
edited: Mar 30, Mar 30, at AM 9. More pics of headunit, bass knob and subwoofer. The
subwoofer was a tight fit. The seat won't fold out and lock all the way. It needs about 2 inches to
do that so it's still usable if need be for a kid or small person but if someone bigger gets back
there we'll just take it out. Before installing this my wife thought she needed 2 subwoofers as I
was telling her just wait and see. Afterwards she felt it was more than sufficient lol. If anyone
knows car audio well you remember these around the early s or so and these things are low
wattage and very loud. Absolutely no joke for what it is. I wanted something for her that
wouldn't put a huge strain on the charging system and this fits the bill perfectly. Now for my
truck it's going to be a different story. If anyone is interested in more pics and have questions
I'll provide them upon request. Mar 30, at PM The only thing I would add is to go bigger on the
wire You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet.
Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' 1st Gen - - ' started by Ward , May 9,
Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site,
you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Factory sub replaced Discussion in ' 1st
Gen - - ' started by Ward , May 9, May 9, at AM 1. So I managed to replace my blown factory
subwoofer yesterday, using info I've found here and around the web. It wasn't too bad of a job, I
spent about 3 hours on it. The hardest part was getting the third row seat out, and getting the
rear plastic loose enough to get the sub box out. Instead of cutting the "lump" off the back of
the sub box, I heated it with a butane torch until it was pliable, pressed it down flat, and sealed
the bolt hole with JB weld plastic epoxy putty. The sub I installed is an infinity reference 8" 4
ohm. I had to mount it clocked at 90 degrees so the stock wires would reach. I could have
extended them to allow it to be rotated the right way, but it doesn't show behind the grille
anyway. It sounds so much better than having no bass at all, and was well worth it! May 9, at AM
2. I actually think it looks good at a 90 degree angle like that. Is there a pretty decent sound
difference between the two subs? May 9, at PM 3. I'm not sure - the original sub was completely
blown and not operational when I bought the truck a few weeks ago. I took out the stock sound
deadener stuff, and I'm going to try replacing it with polyfill to see if I can get a little more sound
out of it. Luckily, now that the sub is mounted from the front only, it's a quick job to remove it
again. Last edited: May 9, May 10, at AM 4. Well, I went ahead and filled the box with polyfill. I
used the cheap pillow stuffing available from Walmart. I think it definitely helped, the sub seems
to respond better to lower frequencies now. I would recommend anyone else using this sub in
the factory box to also use polyfill. Jun 26, at PM 5. I have not ordered the replacement
subwoofer yet, but I pulled my factory subwoofer out today. The foam surround was completely
disintegrated. I thought about ordering a repair kit to replace the surround. It didn't take too
long. I left the front cover off the factory sub when I put it back together, so I should be able to
install the new one with no problem. Jun 26, at PM 6. Jun 27, at AM 7. Jun 28, at PM 8. Oh yah I
glued a small thin piece of wood over the bolt hole and did not need to modify the LUMP in the
back of the box. I found a bolt that I could thread into the hole to seal it off but that would have
required me to modify the LUMP! Last edited: Jun 28, Jun 28, at PM 9. Do all of these have a
sub? Jun 29, at AM You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This
Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' 1st Gen - - ' started
by tshannon76 , Dec 20, Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By
continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Mach sound
system sub isn't working? Dec 20, at PM 1. I have an 02 Eddie Bauer and I love it. I am second
owner and original owners were really up there in years put 34k miles on it in 10 years! The only
thing I can find wrong with it is the sub doesn't work making for a really annoying high pitched
stereo. It's the Mach system, and I have heard they are pretty complicated. Any ideas? Maybe
they unhooked it from the head unit? Thanks, Tim. Brandon Davis likes this. Dec 20, at PM 2. I
may have solved my own problem. Evidently the sub might be blown causing no sound to come
out? Evidently they blow really easily, I just always thought that if a speaker was blown it made
a crackly sound, not no sound at all. I am going to tear into the rear end this weekend and see.
Dec 20, at PM 3. If you are getting no sound what so ever its prob your amp, not your sub. The
amp really isnt that strong. I had the same issue actually. You can check to see if its your amp

by opening the amp and looking at the four transistors. These are the usual source of failure for
those amps. It will have physical damage if they are bad. Mine had a transistor split in half.
These four transistors are the four black three pronged things clamped to the outer casing. I
bought an after market amp to replace it. I just havent gotten around to installing the new one.
Dont bother trying to get a new transistor for it, i already tried and it blew up right after i
installed it. Dec 20, at PM 4. Thanks, do you know if the amp plugs are proprietary? Will any amp
plug in and work? Dec 21, at AM 5. You have to re wire for a new amp, and trust me its well
worth it. I went with a polk pa amp, a new wiring kit and if your going to go this far, get a good
10 inch or 12 inch sub with good mid and low response. Dec 21, at AM 6. If you have sound from
the mids and highs its usually not your amp. The Mach amp is a 5channel all in one unit. If you
remove the amp all together you get no sound and no deck power. THere are a bunch of
replacements you can get for just the sub with little to no modifications. Also be prepared to go
deep to get to all of this. This is mine when I did it Dec 21, at PM 7. Yeah, I am not going that
deep, that looks like a nightmare! My stereo functions just fine, I just have no lows making me
assume my sub isn't working. I am going to tear into her this weekend and see what I find.
Thanks for all the input I will keep everyone posted. Dec 21, at PM 8. Had this happen to my old
It was the amp. Swapped it out with one off ebay and was fine after that. When the woofer goes
it will make a buzzing annoying sound like totally distorted. The amp mounted to the sub
enclosure is just for the sub not a 5 channel Matt. Dec 24, at PM 9. Easiest way to see if it is the
sub or the amp is to plug another speaker into the wires going to the sub. If it works it is the
sub. Just took the sub out of my The sub is bolted from the back so the pics you see here with
all the trim taken off While you are there you might as well replace the amp. My amp is good so I
am just going to put in another sub for now. Once you know what you are in for it is not too bad.
Here are the steps.. Remove the door trim from the middle seat passenger side. Remove the 3rd
row seat. Remove the bottom and top plastic around the rear door. They just pull right off.
Remove the plastic push bolts that hold the carpet in place at the rear door. Remove the black
plastic spacer that is between the sub and the jack well. This is a real pain. Remove the seat belt
bolts from the middle and 3rd row seats. The 3rd row has one bolt under the carpet. Just
remove the nut that holds the plastic trim in place on the floor and lift up the carpet. Fold it to
the middle of the truck. Remove the pillar trim from the middle row and rear door. They just pull
off towards the middle of the truck. Remove the net bolts on the rear passenger panel. The little
knobs by the rear door opening on the panel where the sub is. Remove the screw that holds the
panel in place to the floor. Pull the panel off and thread the seat belts through the holes in the
panel. Will have to remove the seat belt bolt sometimes. Remove the 3 gold bolts that hold the
sub and amp enclosure in place. Remove the bolt from the rear of the box that holds the sub in
place. Yeah Ford really did that just ot piss me off I am sure. Go collect up all the tools you have
thrown to the far reaches of your garage or yard and beg forgiveness for that foul language you
used throughout. As you can see there is alot of room in there for another amp and once you
know how to get it all apart it only takes about 30 minutes to get it all back together. Hope this
helps out. Just got done with mine about 20 minutes ago. Last edited: Dec 24, Dec 25, at AM If
your sub is completely blown, the amp will be disabled to avoid any further damage. It's part of
how the Mach systems work. I had the exact issue you described and replaced my sub with a
new one and it worked perfectly after that. If you have any extra speakers lying around, hook
some wires to the amp output and see if anything comes out. A partially blown sub will make a
distorted sound, but completely blown will disable all lows and make it sound like you're
listening to a tin can. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share
This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' Electrical ' started
by stuntmanisme , Jan 10, Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By
continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Jan 10, at PM 1.
Does anyone know the specs on the Mach Audio System, like ohms and watts per channel and
the subs size and watts, and amp location. May 29, at AM 2. I dont have the information you
need but I would be interested in your old speakers if they are still good. If so, send private
message. Jun 7, at AM 3. Nov 6, at AM 4. Im bing to ld just about any 8" sub will fit.. Im about to
start the same upgrade that youre mentioning Nov 6, at AM 5. Most subwoofers require a sealed
enclosure to perform well in limited space. So the question I have is is the area where the
factory sub is mounted sealed? As for worrying about a new sub fitting, Im gonna measure the
area with a tape measure and compare with the size of the sub I choose before I buy So if
anyone has the amplifier specs for the Ford Mach system sub amplifier in a '99 Expedition
Eddie Bauer I could really use that info Nov 6, at AM 6. Nov 6, at PM 7. Damn good info Im gonn
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a look 4 that 10" JL Box before I go any further Im goona gut her in the spring with new carpet,
etc and will be uinstalling new speakers and wire then while I have the floorboard exposed. But
for now replacing the sub and looks like getting a mono amp to run it. Any idea of the
dimentions where the factory amp sits, maybe I can find a small size amp to just install in the
factory spot Nov 6, at PM 8. I've had that Memphis 8" in my vehicle for over 4 years now and it
sounds better than the stock system so I'm completely happy. If I was going to dump another
large sum of money into a system then I would have gone with something different but for what
I needed, to upgrade the stock blown subwoofer it does that perfectly fine! Nov 8, at AM 9. Last
edited: Nov 8, Nov 10, at AM You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content.
Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

